
 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRESSIVE BAD BEAT JACKPOT 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. The Alea Progressive Bad Beat Jackpot is a promotion that starts the 8th of 

August 2016. The initial unconditional guaranteed is £2,000. 

2. Only customers who play dealer dealt No limit Hold'em, Omaha 4-5-6 cards Hi 

and Hi/Lo and Super-Stud raked cash games on rake tables that are £1/£1 and 

higher can win the bad beat jackpot. 

3. From every £11 pot and over, the dealer will take an additional £1 that will 

constitute the "Bad Beat Contribution". 

4. Only tables that have CCTV coverage can participate in this promotion. The 

"Bad Beat Contribution" will still be raked on tables without CCTV coverage, 

although players will be informed at the beginning that their table will not be 

eligible for the Bad Beat Promotion. 

5. The bad beat jackpot can only be won if: 

a) There are 4 players or more originally dealt in the qualifying game; 

b) The player with the bad beat hand loses the game to the player with the 

winning hand; 

c) the player with the Bad Beat Hand and the player with the Winning 

Hand both use both their hole cards in the qualifying game. 

 

DEFINITION OF "BAD BEAT HAND" 
1. "Bad Beat Hand" for Dealer Dealt Texas Hold'em raked tables means: 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is less than £2,000: "Four Ten's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £2,000 but less than £5,000: "Four Two's" or 

better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £5,000 but less than £8,000: "Full House, Aces full 

of Queen's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £8,000 but less than £12,000: "Full House, Aces 

full of Nine's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £12,000: " Full House, Aces full of Three's " or 

better. 

 



2. "Bad Beat Hand" for Dealer Dealt Omaha 4-5-6 cards Hi and Hi/Lo  raked tables 

means: 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is less than £2,000: "Four King's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £2,000 but less than £5,000: "Four five's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £5,000 but less than £8,000: " Four two's " or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £8,000 but less than £12,000: "Full House, Aces full 

of King's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £12,000: "Full House, Aces full of Ten's "or better. 

  

3. "Bad Beat Hand" for Dealer Dealt Super-Stud raked tables means: 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is less than £2,000: "Four King's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £2,000 but less than £5,000: "Four five's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £5,000 but less than £8,000:  "Four three's " or 

better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £8,000 but less than £12,000: "Full House, Aces full 

of King's" or better; 

 while the Bad Beat contribution collected (not total amount of Bad Beat 

Jacopot) is more than £12,000: any " Full House, Aces full of Ten's " or 

better. 

 

4. In flop games, If the Bad Beat Hand is a “Four of a Kind”, the player with the 

Bad Beat Hand must have a pocket pair as his/her hole cards. 

5. In Omaha 4,5,6 cards Hi and Hi/Lo, if the Bad Beat Hand is a "Full House", the 

player with the Bad Beat Hand must have a pocket pair as his/her hole cards, 

and it must count as part of the "three of a kind" of a "Full House". 

6. It is the player’s responsibility to make the dealer aware that he/she has won 

the Bad Beat Jackpot. 



7. If a player does not make the dealer aware that the Bad Beat Jackpot has been 

won prior to the hands being mucked or a new hand being started, there will 

be no pay-out. A new hand begins with the first shuffle and, where the 

shuffling machine is used, when the dealer pushes the green button. 

 

DEFINITION OF "BAD BEAT JACKPOT" 
1. The "Bad Beat Jackpot" will be divided in the following manner: 

(a) 40% to the player with the Bad Beat hand; 

(b) 20% to the player with the Winning hand; 

(c) 40% shared equally between all players playing on qualifying tables that 

have chips on the table at the time the Bad Beat Jackpot is won and that 

have played at least one hand on those tables prior to such win. This 

includes both the player that has got the bad beat, and the player with 

the winning hand. 

2. There will be two Jackpot pools comprising the Bad Beat Jackpot, and all of the 

rake collected for the Bad Beat Jackpot will go into such jackpot pools as 

follows: 

(a) all the rake collected for the Bad Beat Jackpot will go into Jackpot A until 

there is £2,000 in Jackpot A; 

(b) Thereafter, the rake collected for the Bad Beat Jackpot will be 

distributed into the Jackpots detailed below: 

I. Jackpot A will be funded by 60% of the Bad Beat Contribution. 

II. Jackpot B will be funded by 40% of the Bad Beat Contribution. 

(c) When the "Bad Beat Jackpot is awarded: 

I. The Jackpot B will be split into 60% and 40%, becoming the new 

Jackpot A and Jackpot B; 

II. 100% of the Bad Beat Contribution will go into the new Jackpot A 

until there is £2,000 within Jackpot A and thereafter the 

procedure set out in this condition will be repeated except for the 

different bad beat hands. 

III. When the Bad Beat Jackpot is awarded, the Bad Beat hand will 

reset, regardless how much is the new Bad Beat Jackpot pool. 

3.  If more than two hands qualify for either the Bad Beat Hand and the Winning 

Hand, only the two highest-ranking qualifying hands will be considered. All 

remaining hands will receive a share ONLY. If two hands tie for either the Bad 

Beat Hand or and the Winning Hand the two players will split the relevant 

share equally. 



4.  All pay-outs will be withheld for a 48 hour period, to confirm the Bad Beat 

Jackpot totals and the legitimacy of the claim. 

5.  In order to claim a share of the Bad Beat Jackpot, a photo identification or a 

Player Rewards Card must be provided. If any player is unable to produce 

either, Jackpot pay-outs will be held at the Cash Desk until such identification is 

provided. 

 

 

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
1. By participating in this promotion, you agree to be contacted by us in relation 

to this promotion. 

2. This promotion is not open to "Caesars Entertainment UK" employees. 

3. Caesars Entertainment UK is the sole arbiter of this promotion and its decision 

is final and binding. 

4. Caesars Entertainment UK reserves the right to alter and/or withdraw the 

promotion at any time without notice. 

5. If the promotion is discontinued, Caesars Entertainment UK will ensure that 

any monies remaining in the Bad Beat Jackpot will be used for another 

promotion, offer or competition or shall be redistributed to customers in an 

appropriate manner at London Caesars International's absolute discretion.  

6. The promoter is also subject to Caesars Entertainment UK general Terms and 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Promoter:  

Caesars Entertainment UK , 55 Baker Street ,London W1U 8EW, United 

Kingdom 


